Fundación Ernesto Ventós
2nd International NASEVO Prize
General conditions of entry

1. **Eligibility**
   This international competition welcomes artworks by artists and art students who are no more than 35 years old at the time of publication of these Conditions of Entry.

2. **Theme**
   The NOSE and the sense of smell.

3. **Medium**
   All works entered for the competition must be in the medium of collage and measure a maximum of 100 x 100 cm.

4. **Submission of entries**
   Entries must be received between the 15th and the 30th of April 2020. Each entry must be accompanied by a brief description of the process of its creation and a curriculum vitae of the artist. Entries must be sent or delivered to the following address: c/ Gósol, 14 baix, 08017 Barcelona. Delivery times: mornings from 10am to 12pm, afternoons from 3pm to 5pm. The delivery and where relevant the return of the entry will be paid for by the entrant.

5. **Judges**
   NASEVO, creator of fragrances and visual artworks (deciding vote)
   Cristina Sampere, director of the Fundació Setba
   Mariàngels Pérez Latorre, chair of the Associació Ca l’Antiga (Teià)
   Irene Gisbert, director of the Maridatge dels Sentits event (Teià)
   Gina Ventós, director of the Fundación Ernesto Ventós
   Cristina Agápito, director and curator of colección olorVISUAL
   Sonia Hernández, writer and journalist specialising in visual art
   Chus Roig, director of Galeria Senda/Lab36

6. **Assessment criteria**
   Each entry will be appraised by the judges in accordance with the following criteria:
   - its compliance with the aims of the Fundación Ernesto Ventós,
   - its artistic and cultural value and aesthetic impact, and
   - its compliance with the entry conditions (theme and medium).

7. **Selection of shortlisted entries**
   The organizing committee and the judges will appraise all the works received and draw up an initial shortlist, to be deliberated on at a meeting on Monday, 4th May 2020. The decision of the judges will be final and beyond appeal and they may declare the competition void if they consider that no entry meets the appropriate standard or criteria.

   The winning entry will be the property of the Fundación Ernesto Ventós, which will have the right to exhibit the work on its own premises and in any other space with which it has an exhibition agreement.

   The shortlisted works will be exhibited to the public at Ca l’Antiga in Teià, as part of the Maridatge dels Sentits event, in the Casa de Cultura of El Masnou Town Council and in the LAB36 exhibition space in Barcelona.

8. **Prize**
   The winner of the competition will receive a cash prize of €1,500 plus a serial work by Nasevo.

9. **Conditions**
   The works entered for the competition must be original, unique and not previously shown. No work that has previously been awarded a prize may be entered for this competition.

   The shortlisted artists will assign, by written agreement, the right of communication to the public during the period of exhibition of their work and the right of dissemination for legitimate promotional purposes to the Fundación Ernesto Ventós, Maridatge dels Sentits, Barcelona Fashion Week, Ca l’Antiga, LAB36 and the Casa de Cultura of El Masnou Town Council, including dissemination on the websites and social network accounts of the aforementioned entities.

10. **Return of entries**
    The works entered for the competition can be collected between the 5 and the 30 of October 2020. The full cost of the return of the work will be covered by the entrant. Any work entered for the competition and not reclaimed may be disposed of by the organizers as they see fit.

11. **Calendar**
    **May 2020**
    15th: opening of the exhibition of the shortlisted works at Ca l’Antiga in Teià
    22nd – 24th: the Maridatge dels Sentits event in Teià
    22nd: the Nasevo Prize presentation ceremony at Ca l’Antiga in Teià
    **June 2020**
    2nd – 21st: exhibition of the shortlisted works in the Casa de Cultura of El Masnou Town Council
    **September 2020**
    The 1st half of September: showing of the shortlisted works in the LAB36 exhibition space in Barcelona, accompanied by a special olfactory experience.

Please address any queries to: fev@fundacionernestoventos.org
Collaborators: